Available from:
Mountain High
Suckers.

Butterscotch Toffee Sucker

Mountain High Suckers is known for their array of creative suckers,
like this Butterscotch Toffee Sucker. The butterscotch sucker head
is a translucent light-brown color with a green hue. There are tiny
toffee chunks embedded in the sucker. This medical sucker is packed
with 38.49mg of active cannabinoids consisting of CBD,CBC and
CBN along with just the right amount of THC. The butterscotch
lollipop is sweet and syrupy and the toffee chunks help hide the
cannabis flavor. Note that the small sucker has nearly four times the
recreational dosage, so it’s important to make sure you don’t overdo
it. The high-quality wrapping is great for sliding the sucker back into
its packaging so you can enjoy the rest another time.

Available FROM:
Julie and Kate Baked
Goods.
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Cannabis-Infused Fresh Granola

This wonderful and healthy treat was made by Julie and Kate Baked Goods. The
granola is lightly sweetened and makes for a great breakfast snack. However,
this treat packs a potent 100mg of THC in the package. It is important to use
the standard serving size and not overdo. Following the appropriate serving size,
the granola is quite euphoric. The effects start 30 to 45 minutes after you eat.
However, there are several peaks that keep the effects going for six or more
hours. The granola we tried was infused with Alpha Cow, a sativa-dominant
strain. The entire product is free of refined sugar, gluten and GMOs and is
produced in an entirely gluten-free kitchen.
Available at:
Medicine Man in Denver.

Shaw Bud #3

Shaw Bud #3 comes from the Iranian Landrace seed
lineage and was grown by Medicine Man. It is a potent
indica-dominant strain with dense, medium-sized
emerald green flowers with bright red and orange colors.
It has a noticeable floral and sweet scent that is quite
pungent. The sweet taste is enjoyable and comes with
an instant mild body and mind effect. It is a very soothing
body effect that continues to build after smoking. It’s
great for settling in at night or getting ready for bed. This
strain is exclusively available from Medicine Man.
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Available
wherever:
Bhang products
are carried.

CBD Fresh Mint Spray

Bhang’s new line of mouth sprays got us hooked with their THC Crisp Mint Spray, but this CBD Fresh
Mint Spray is true comfort in a sweet spearmint flavor. Much like the THC spray, you only need a few
sprays on the inside of your cheeks, on and under your tongue, and within 20 minutes—instant relief.
It’s much more subtle than the THC spray’s effects. With 150mg of CBD in this bottle, this mouth
spray is perfect for managing pain while at work or on-the-go, and it won’t leave you groggy or too
euphoric, just simple and relaxing pain relief. Ingesting CBDs this way is ideal for digestive disorders,
Crohn’s Disease, IBS and IBD, but is also great for PMS, muscle and joint pain, among many others.
Talk to your caregiver about getting this CBD Fresh Mint Spray immediately; you’ll be glad you did.

Tangerine Sucker

Edibles manufacturers have been going through a lot in Colorado lately—
to put it lightly—in dealing with new regulations from the state. In some
cases, though, it’s ultimately been for the better. Case in point: Mountain
High Suckers, who have been making a great product for years. Their
new packaging, however, is as stunning as it is functional. Our THC/CBD
Tangerine Sucker was a blast, and at 10mg, we were totally functional
when we ate the whole thing. Those who wanted to wait could simply
toss it back in the convenient new holder that comes with. The effect
was exceptionally balanced yet quick acting, as most were feeling the
effects within the first half hour. Reviewers with stomach issues noted
how quickly it relieved symptoms while also stimulating hunger. Usually,
hunger that involved more suckers.

Available
wherver:
Mountain High
sucker products
are carried.

Available at:
New Horizons in
Colorado Springs.

Horizons Hybrid PHo Shatter

In 2010, Get Him To The Greek gave us a new term: The Jeffrey. A Jeffrey is
a joint filled with just about any drug you can fit in there, often with hilarious
consequences. New Horizons gives the term its own twist when introducing
their Horizons Hybrid PHo Shatter, a nug-only run of a number of their in-house
strains. Processed by Discreet Treats and made from organic bud, the texture
was firm yet snappable as we played with the light orange concentrate. A mix of
citrus fruits and more floral, almost rose-like scents were well preserved from the
hodge-podge that went in. The effect, though, was our favorite part. Those who
needed energy felt invigorated immediately, like a cup of coffee mid afternoon.
Several of our more burnt out staffers noted the excellent body effect and heavy
limbs, allowing them to relax as needed. Turns out, there’s a “Jeffrey” for any
mood, and it comes in the form of Horizons Hybrid PHo Shatter.
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Love’s Oven Turtle Brownie

If you ever watched Entourage, it was hard not to pull for
Turtle, the most green-friendly character. Show up with
some of these delicious Turtle Brownies (no relation)
from Love’s Oven and we feel like he’d approve. Moist
and chewy, the walnuts on top give a great texture to
the individually bagged 10mg bites. The opaque bags
and child-resistant container also made this a favorite of
parents in the office, as these look irresistible outside of
the tub. While you’ll be tempted to eat them by the fistful,
we found that couch-lock can set in quickly if you overindulge, leading to a very Turtle-esque night of Xbox for
one reviewer.

Available
WHEREVER:
Love’s Oven
products are
carried.

Canyon Cultivation
Caramel Apple Sucker

The coolest thing to happen to the phrase “Suck it!” since (De)
Generation-X was stomping around WWE rings has arrived, and just in
time for fall. What makes you think of autumn more than a Caramel Apple
Sucker? Available across the front range, this 1:1 CBD to THC sucker has
little cannabis flavor at all, which is nice as you’ll want to have it in your
mouth as long as you can. Reviewers with frequent migraines and muscle
spasticity issues found the effects fast acting, but still provided the THC
they need for even relief. Bonus: There was zero bobbing involved.

Keeping Kind
Coconut & Almond
Chocolate
Available
AT:
Dank in
Denver.

In an alternate universe, Walter White
and Jessie Pinkman are making delicious
edibles for cancer patients and Walt
goes into remission. Perhaps they’d call
the venture Keeping Kind—one of our
favorite new edibles producers—because
the Coconut & Almond Chocolate flavor
tastes like it was made by a genius.
Available exclusively at Dank, high quality
chocolate mixed with flakes of coconut
and slivers of almonds made us want
to melt it over ice cream and pig out. At
84mg total, there’s a lot of medicine in
each package. Unlike Pinkman, we had
zero anxiety and felt relaxed and sleepy
trying these before bed. Then we picked
‘em right back up in the morning.

Available
wherever:
the “it” products
are carried.

Available
WHEREVER:
Mountain High
suckerS products
are carried.

Mountain High Sucker Lozenges

For years, the only time you heard about lozenges were from a strange man in the Alps.
Fast forward to 2015 and Mountain High Suckers are making them the coolest—and not
in a mentholated way. Our pack had three flavors, our favorite being the mouthwatering
tangerine that didn’t leave a noticeable weedy aftertaste. Now offered for recreational
users, the 10mg packs even boast a little CBD, although you’re predominantly feeling a
nice head effect and body relaxation. We had two reviewers split a pack, both noting that
it made them feel much better—and different—than the Ricolas they tried earlier.
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Quigley’s Cannabis Shot

Available
WHEREVER:
Quigley’s
products are
carried.

While the name Quigley’s might evoke a 1940s general store, this is
definitely not the kind of beverage you’d find at an old-timey soda fountain.
The latest in cannabis-infused shots has become an office favorite for
potency and its rapid release formula. Complete with a dosing cup attached
to the top, there’s no guessing when it comes to exactly how much of the
50mg of THC you’re drinking. Just like the smokable form, there’s zero
calories and it’s 100 percent fat free. The flavor is a real winner, as the
berry works as a shot or as a mixer if you’d like to spice up a cocktail. Giving
euphoric but not-too-racy effect, we liked that while it stimulated us, we
could also close our eyes and get some rest at the end of the day.

GET YOUR CLICK HERE

Available AT:
Medicine Man
in Denver
and Aurora.

www.iReadCulture.com

Canna Tsu

Lao Tzu famously said “The journey of a thousand miles begins with
one step,” which is about how far some people travel to find CBD-rich
strains. Canna Tsu, a cross of Cannatonic and Sour Tsunami, is one of
our favorites for those seeking wellness. Found this month at Medicine
Man in Denver and Aurora, we appreciated how aesthetically pleasing
Canna Tsu was for a high CBD strain. A definite sweetness hits the
nose first, with hints of grape and bubblegum behind it, all coming
through in the smoke. For reviewers dealing with GI issues, this strain
was a godsend, making for happy stomachs and even happier lunches.
While there is a head effect here, you’ll feel most of it in your body,
leaving you in a Zen-like state.

Honey Dew Melon Sucker
Available
wherever:
Mountain High
Suckers products
are carried.

Agent Orange

Just about everything is better when you have a sucker, part of
the reason they give them to you at the bank as they take all your
money. Instead of waiting until payday, we’d recommend heading
to just about any dispensary to pick up the affordable, brand new
and refreshing Honey Dew Melon Sucker. While other lozenges on
the market can make you feel like you’ve been sucking on hash oil
for an hour, we loved its clean taste with barely any “green” flavor.
With little psychoactive effect, these are perfect for someone who
is looking for the healing benefits of cannabis but might be nervous
trying an edible.
Available AT:
Northern Lights in
Edgewater.

For an evil, faceless corporation, Monsanto sure did a great job when
they named Agent Orange. We’re just proud that Northern Lights
is taking the word back for cannabis users with their amazing strain
of the same name. A 50/50 hybrid, this legend lives up to its name
with bright citrus tones that reminded one reviewer of tangerines
in their Christmas stocking, as well as long-flowing orange hairs
jutting out everywhere. The flavor comes through as well, as we
preferred vaping to get an incredibly ripe orange flavor per hit.
Intensely cerebral to start, you’ll want to have something active to do
or risk feeling like a bottle rocket trapped in a safe. Ideal for daytime
headaches or muscle pain when you still need to be active, you can
use Agent Orange for just about anything, other than sleep.
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Sour Maui PHO Sugar Wax

Available at:
Mile High Dispensary
in Denver.

Spam is great, but Hawaii’s new crown jewel is something that won’t smell
awful if left in the sun for long periods of time. We’re talking about Sour Maui
PHO Sugar Wax from Mile High Dispensary in Denver, a delightfully terpy
extraction done by the experts at Craft. Crumbly without drying out, the
flavors are massive and evoke the islands with hibiscus and apple coming
through nicely. Reviewers raved about the heady, focused effect that locked
into their temples and helped them crush through work, although they
wouldn’t have minded some boogie boarding at the beach, either.

Available wherever:
Mountain High
Suckers products
are carried.

Cherry Sucker
No one wants to be referred to as a sucker. Not even octopii. The only
good scenario is if you’re Mountain High Suckers, purveyors of fine candy
treats for years, or you picked up their 10mg Cherry Sucker. Providing
both THC and CBD, the cherry flavor is on point and tastes like a fresh
bing cherry, masking cannabis flavor so the first lick is as great as the last.
We found that one was our magic number, as the dose was a huge mood
booster that had reviewers giggling half an hour later. Those with colitis
and intestinal issues also heaped praise on the quick relief they felt.

Frankenberry
Despite what the cereal boxes of your childhood may have told you,
Frankenstein’s Monster did not need to eat. If he was trying to work up an
appetite, though, we’d highly recommend Frankenberry, a cross of Banana Kush
and a sativa-dominant Blueberry. Available only at The Herbal Cure in Denver.
Cracking a jar, you’re hit with big fruit and cheese notes, like a fancy breakfast
that emanates from the foxtailing nugs. Several testers noted a focused effect
on their stomachs, reducing nausea and helping at mealtime. For a hybrid, you’ll
love the clean effect that’s ideal for the daytime.

Available at:
CURE Colorado in
Denver.

Available at:
The Herbal Cure in
Denver.

Fire OG Shatter
Yelling “Fire!” in a crowded movie theater? Bad. Yelling “Fire!” in a
crowded dispensary? Likely, if you’ve seen what Craft is cooking up
lately. We couldn’t help but grab a gram of their Fire OG Shatter
from CURE Colorado on a recent trip to Denver. One smell of the
flat, gold slab and you’d think you were whiffing flower. With no
cough on the exhale, reviewers initially felt nearly numb as the hit
moved like a wildfire from head to toe, providing excellent relief
for cramps and muscle spasms. Don’t plan on being productive.
Actually, don’t plan on much. This Fire OG Shatter is a knockout.
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